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1. Although safety is fully considered in the design of the auto sheet metal repair machine, please do 

carefully read the operation manual before using the machine in order to avoid injury. 

2. The machine must be reliably grounded. 

3. DO not use cables with insufficient capacity or damaged insulation. 

4. It is not allowed to be used when the casing is removed. 

5. Cut off the input power when not in use 

6. Cardiac pacemakers should not be near the machine and the workplace , the magnetic field generated 

by the word of the machine will have a bad impact on the operation of the pacemaker. 

7. Use insulating gloves. 

8. When working, steel plate coating will produce harmful fireworks and gas when heated ,it is 

recommended to use respiratory protective equipment. 

9. Pay attention to the prevention of fire and other disasters. 

10. Welding and heating steel plates may cause fire hazard. 

11. Where the cable is not connected properly and the current loop is not fully connected, it will cause 

electrification and heat, which may cause fire hazard. 

This manual has been prepared with the intent of instructing the operator on how to install, operate, and 

properly maintain this spot welding machine.  

Upon receiving and unpacking the machine, make a careful inspection to ensure that there are no damaged 

parts.  

Should there be a claim for losses or damages it must be made by the purchaser directly to the shipper who 

handled the goods.  

When requesting information about this welding machine please state the machine’s part number and serial 

number to ensure receiving accurate information relating to your machine.  
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The content are just for your reference. 

Please be subject to the actual products if anything different or updated. 

MODEL AE7002 

U20 

range of rated ac no-load voltage and number of adjustable steps 

1.6V~7.5V  

I2CC  

maximum short circuit current of the output corresponding to the 

minimum impedance 

3000A 

I2P 

Continuous Output Current 

1200A 

phase 1PH 

UIN 

Rated input voltage 

380V 

SP 

Continuous power 

1.8KVA 

S50 

power at 50% duty cycle 

2.5KVA 

Protection level IP21S 

Place the machine in a ventilated area.  

Dust, dirt, or any other foreign material that might enter the machine may restrict the ventilation which 

could affect the machine’s performance.  

All sections concerning the installation of this machine must be read carefully.  

This machine must be installed by skilled personnel.  

Make sure that the input power plug has been disconnected before inspecting, maintaining, or servicing.  

Connect the yellow-green wire to a good electrical ground.  

Do not use water pipes as earth conductor.  

After a final inspection, the machine should be connected to the input supply voltage marked on the input 

power cord.  

Mount a plug on the power supply cable that corresponds to the input power drawn by the machine.  

Attach the work return clamp to the work to be welded.  

Make sure that the ground clamp is tightly fastened to the work return cable and periodically check that 

this connection remains well tightened. A loose connection can cause weld current drops or overheating of 

the work return lead and clamp which, in turn, creates the risk of burns from accidental contact with the 

work return lead. The weld circuit must not be placed deliberately in direct or indirect contact with the 

ground conductor if it is not in the work to be welded. 
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If the work to be welded is attached deliberately to the ground by a protection lead, then the connection 

must be the most direct possible and it must be done using a lead that has a cross section that is at least 

equal to the cross section of the work return lead being used for the weld circuit. The protection lead must 

also be attached to the work at the same spot as the work return lead. To do so, a second ground clamp, 

fitted to the protection lead, must be attached next to the ground clamp of the work return lead. 

NOTE    

Small cross section and long extension cable will reduce the output current. 

A—— There is two modes for choice, Auto mode and Manual mode. 

B—— Save 

Save the customer setting. The machine will load the save settings  

every operation. 

Press C and D for 2 seconds, the machine will clear the save settings. 

C\D——Welding function selection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E\F—— Welding time adjustment 

Adjust the welding timer, the larger number the longer welding time. 

G\H—— output power adjustment 

The larger number the higher output power 

I——Socket for work clamp 

J——Control socket for torch 

K——Socket for torch 

L——Power switch 

 

M——Discharge indicator 

When the indicator is light up, it means the machine charge is 

finish, The machine can welding operation. After discharge operation, the discharge indicator will light off for a few 

moment. When the discharge indicator is light off, it means the machine is charging. The time of light off will increase, 

following of the more setting power. If in manual mode, the user trigger on the torch when the discharge indicator will 

light off ,the machine can output, but the it will reduce output power. 

N——Input power cable(Confirm the power voltage before use) 

Φ4~5 steel stud   

round washer/wiggle wire 

quick puller slide hammer 

star washer/steel tab 

carbon heating/carbon shrink rod 
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(1) Power switch on, then push the button(B1) of function. 

(2) Adjust the knob (H)setting the spot welding current  

(3) Setting work clamp  

(4) Spot-welding the washer. Washer drawing with slide hammer. 

Attention: The work clamp need near the welding spot.  

(1) Push the button(B2) of function. 

(2) Setting output current 

(3) Setting work clamp  

(4) Sheet upsetting 

The following situation may cause the trouble, please remedy them before use the machine. 

(1) The earth cable and the metal are not good connection. 

(2) Torch cable or earth cable is winding. 

(3) The torch is not suitable for the base metal (material or diameter). 

(4) The base metal dirty, rusty, paint or other problem interfere with electricity conductibility. 

(5) The stud welding voltage is not correct. 

(6) Base metal distortion or move, when welding. 

 

(1) Power switch on, Select automatic mode or manual mode. 

(2) Welding time adjustment. Adjust the welding timer, the larger number the longer welding time. 

(3) Press the trigger of torch. 

The output power is “ON” continually. 

If release the trigger of torch, the output power is “OFF” 

This product is defined as sheet metal repair equipment, not spot welding machine for production.  

1. Transformer Overheat Protection: Defined at 85 degrees Celsius to prevent the transformer from 

overheating and burning out. When overheated, panel LED will flash warning and cut off all work. 

2. Short-circuit warning function under automatic function: When the user chooses automatic spot welding 

function to complete welding, if the welding torch still contacts the base metal to produce short-circuit, the 

current display LED will flash warning, until the torch is separated from the base metal, the warning will be 

lifted, and re-welding will be allowed. 
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NO. Code Description NO. Code Description 

1 PAE7002-1 front panel 9-1 PAE7002-9-1 Output cable 

2 PAE7002-2 top cover 10 PAE7002-10 handle 

3 PAE7002-3 bottom board 11 PAE7002-11 Thyristor 

4 PAE7002-4 front panel paster 12 PAE7002-12 triac 

5 PAE7002-5 driver board  13 PAE7002-13 main transformer 

6 PAE7002-6 socket 14 PAE7002-14 Power PCB board   

7 PAE7002-7 Control socket 15 PAE7002-15 Main switch 

8 PAE7002-8 Earth clamp 16 PAE7002-16 cable holder 

8-1 PAE7002-8-1 plug 17 PAE7002-17 power cable 

9 PAE7002-9 
SPOT brass head 

socket  
18 PAE7002-18 Food pad 

 

Code Description Code Description 

PAE7002-19 washer PAE7002-29 Washer(Planar) 

PAE7002-20 Star washer PAE7002-30 Washer (90°) 

PAE7002-21 M10 washer PAE7002-31 electrode 

PAE7002-22 M5 rounded electrode PAE7002-32 Carbon rod 

PAE7002-23 Hok puller slide hammer PAE7002-33 pulling rod 

PAE7002-24 triangle washer PAE7002-34 Puller L300/2PT 

PAE7002-25 Euro type slide hammer PAE7002-35 puller 

PAE7002-26 triangle washer PAE7002-36 Puller 

PAE7002-27 Tab shooter PAE7002-29  

PAE7002-28 electrode   
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